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diabetes symptoms and causes mayo clinic Mar 26
2024
overview diabetes mellitus refers to a group of diseases that affect
how the body uses blood sugar glucose glucose is an important source
of energy for the cells that make up the muscles and tissues it s also
the brain s main source of fuel the main cause of diabetes varies by
type

diabetes wikipedia Feb 25 2024
diabetes mellitus often known simply as diabetes is a group of common
endocrine diseases characterized by sustained high blood sugar levels
diabetes is due to either the pancreas not producing enough insulin or
the cells of the body becoming unresponsive to the hormone s effects

diabetes world health organization who Jan 24
2024
diabetes factsheet from who providing key facts and information on
types of diabetes symptoms common consequences economic impact
diagnosis and treatment who response

diabetes what it is causes symptoms treatment
types Dec 23 2023
diabetes is a condition that happens when your blood sugar glucose is
too high it develops when your pancreas doesn t make enough insulin or
any at all or when your body isn t responding to the effects of
insulin properly diabetes affects people of all ages

what is diabetes cdc Nov 22 2023
diabetes is a chronic long lasting health condition that affects how
your body turns food into energy your body breaks down most of the
food you eat into sugar glucose and releases it into your bloodstream
when your blood sugar goes up it signals your pancreas to release
insulin

what is diabetes niddk national institute of
diabetes Oct 21 2023
what is diabetes diabetes is a disease that occurs when your blood
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glucose also called blood sugar is too high glucose is your body s
main source of energy your body can make glucose but glucose also
comes from the food you eat insulin is a hormone made by the pancreas
that helps glucose get into your cells to be used for energy
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